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Emergency Non-Agricultural Task Force 

5 May 2023 (10:00 to 12:00) 

 

Discussion  

 

Topic Comments 

Goals  

- Need to determine connections/barriers between agricultural and non-
agricultural livelihoods.  

- Defining that assistance packages focus on emergency short-term assistance and 
is not for longer term, recovery or development-oriented projects. Therefore, 
must ensure the emergency livelihoods assistance can link to recovery activities. 
Therefore, there is a need to develop a roadmap from emergency to longer term 
assistance, including graduation or training.  

- Underscoring the determination of goals is understanding the needs and profiles 
of people in need.  

- Transitioning people from humanitarian/emergency support to livelihoods 
support, therefore reducing basic needs assistance.  

- Possible activities could include: support to existing businesses cash/in-kind 
support to recover lost assets / restart businesses; supporting new off-farm self-
employed persons; cash for work (limited to frontline areas without employment 
opportunities through engagement with local authorities to identify communal 
activities to be accomplished)  

- Collaboration with other working groups, including Cash Working Group, Victim 
Assistance Coordination group  

- Defining the selection and vulnerability criteria, and how the latter in particular 
is defined for emergency non-ag livelihoods.   

Product/s to 

be create 

- Needs analysis, based first on secondary data and then if necessary primary data 
collection where there are gaps. This includes mapping existing primary and 
secondary assessment/reports. 

- Creating a guidance document to harmonize approaches and packages.  

- Cross-checking assistance provided. See what other actors are doing, including 
Building Blocks. 

- Including a referral mechanism, in coordination with the FSL Cluster, so that 
LTWG actors can connect people to other opportunities.  

Selection of 

lead/s  

- Spanish Red Cross considering the role. 

- DRC as an alternate. 

- Other members are invited to express their interest.  

Workplan 
- Set priorities for the coming year 

- Draft workplan annexed  

Other 

Discussion 

Points  

- Group to focus on both emergency and non-emergency non-agricultural 
livelihoods, and prioritising emergency technical guidance first.  

- Continued awareness and reference to government workplans  and strategies on 
economic recovery, durable solutions etc.  
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Action Points  

- The LTWG chair will circulate to ENALTF members the draft workplan, date of next scheduled 
meeting.  

- Members to express interest in leading the ENALTF.  

 

 

 


